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Chapter 9

Uncertainty

Enzo Colombo

Introduction

Uncertainty seems to be the hallmark of the contemporary era. In current Western 
societies, it seems to be everywhere. Apparently, it is impossible to speak about 
health, economics, politics, environment, work, love, personal relationships, 
everyday life and the future without taking into consideration that we – Western 
subjects – are not able to predict with a certain degree of certainty the evolution 
of the situation and to control the outcomes of our choices. Public and political 
discourse, experts and media headlines seem to assert that things are uncertain, 
and increasingly so (Scoones, 2019). The question of uncertainty seems to have 
invaded the Western world, which – it is assumed – lived more stably and securely 
in the past.

From an existential point of view, we could say that uncertainty is part of how 
human beings experience existence (Nowotny, 2016). It constitutes features of 
human nature: the fact that human awareness is relational; and the need to interact 
with an ‘external’ world – made up of both living beings and material substances –  
which has its own consistency, logic and structure. This ‘external’ world is 
 constitutive of self-perception and personal agency, and it has an unexpected and 
unpredictable ability to respond and react to our actions and will. Uncertainty 
is the correlate of the radically relational character of the experience of oneself 
and reality. It is part of the human mode of experiencing and expressing aware-
ness of being-in-the-world (Heidegger, 1962) and of always being in relation-
ship with others and with the environment. In general terms, we may say that 
uncertainty is connected to the social character of human experience, to the fact 
that our ability to relate to experience is always relational: it is always a being- 
with-others within a material context. It is in this unavoidable and ineliminable 
experience of relationality (with other human beings and with the material context) 
that we can locate the existential and experiential dimension of uncertainty. Its 
relational nature means that the horizon of the possibilities of experience always 
remains inevitably open because the meaning that we attribute to experience is 
always the result of a relationship, of a dialogue (Bakhtin, 1981; Todorov, 1984). 
If we embrace the idea that ‘any true understanding is dialogic in nature’ and that 
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‘understanding is to utterance as one line of a dialogue is to the next’ ( Voloshinov, 
1973: 102) then the ability to understand and make sense is always open to the 
future and uncertain. It depends on what comes next, on what others will say 
or do, on how the context will resist, react or change. If the  understanding – of 
oneself and reality – is always ‘dialogic’, ‘open’, it is also necessarily uncertain. 
It contains a certain amount of unpredictability; it can never be fully controlled 
because it ‘depends’ on what is not under our full control; it is never in the here 
and now but comes into existence in the relation, in the time spent waiting for an 
answer, in what comes next.

However, the growing centrality assumed by the question of uncertainty  cannot 
be fully understood from only an existential point of view. If it is plausible that 
uncertainty can be considered a constitutive aspect of human experience, it is 
probably equally plausible that the meaning that it assumes in experience is linked 
to historical and social conditions.

More than being a ‘fact’ of the world, uncertainty is an interpretation and an 
account of the person’s experience of the world. As such, it assumes more or 
less significance according to the specific conditions of the society concerned
and of the persons who use it to make sense of the world (Zinn, 2008). Given 
these premises, the purpose of this chapter is not to analyse the ontological con-
sistency of uncertainty. It does not investigate what uncertainty really is; it does 
not explore its relations with knowledge and ignorance, danger and risk (for this 
reason, the terms ‘uncertainty’, ‘risk’, ‘danger’ and ‘precariousness’ are often 
used interchangeably throughout the chapter). Nor does it aim to suggest how to 
tackle or cope with uncertainty, how to reduce, harness, tame, control and exploit 
it. Instead, it considers how uncertainty is perceived and used, who uses it and 
for what purposes. It analyses how and to what extent uncertainty is part of the 
toolbox of contemporary social sciences and becomes part of the discourses peo-
pleusetomakesenseoftheirsocialexperienceintheirspecificsocio-historical
contexts,howitisconceived,addressed,promotedorproblematizedforspecific
purposesbydifferentactors.
Any sociological analysis of uncertainty should be rooted in specific socio-

historical contexts, avoiding excessive generalizations. For this reason, this chap-
ter mainly analyses how uncertainty has been, and still is, used to make sense 
of experience and reality in Western societies; societies in which discourses on 
uncertainty have become pervasive as ways to understand reality and as political 
means to manage, control and regulate individual and collective behaviours.

A modernity yearning

Developingaspecificsociologicalperspectiveonuncertaintyrequiresputtingin
theforegroundhow,inaspecifichistoricalandsocialcontext,itisdefined,inter-
preted and endowed with meaning. This involves focusing attention on by whom, 
how, when and for what purposes reference is made to uncertainty in order to 
describe, interpret or judge the social situation and reality. We can say that each 
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era, each social group and each situation has its forms of uncertainty, its dis-
courses on how to recognize and control it, and specialists and institutionalized 
systems for its management (Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982; Lupton, 2013). The 
definitionofsecurityorinsecurityisalwaysdeontic(itisneversimplydescrip-
tive;itisnotamatterofpurerationality).Itimpliesaspecificworldview:itisa
declaration of how we would like our world to be.

Classical Western modernity was particularly obsessed with uncertainty. In 
several respects, it could be said that one of the central guidelines of classical 
modernity was the aspiration to eliminate uncertainty, take full control of the 
world, tame nature to serve human needs, plan and design to predict the future, 
andeliminateunwantednegativeeffects.Inthelogicofclassicalmodernity,elim-
inating uncertainty was tantamount to taking control of the world and making 
human beings fully masters of their destiny (Bauman, 1990, 2000).

The modern desire to eliminate, or at least to control, uncertainty is rooted in its 
radical destruction of old certainties. One way to deal with the ‘melting into the air’ 
of what was solid – the traditional European feudal society – caused by the Enlight-
enment and the Industrial Revolution was to develop forms of control and man-
agement. Advances in science, technological innovation, the bureaucratic and  
rational organization of work, the army and the state, control of the economy and 
the population through data collection, statistics and probabilistic calculus: these 
areallexamplesofboththeconstantproductionofuncertaintyandtheeffortto
reduce or control it. ‘Progress’ is the term that summarizes the modern aspira-
tion to control the world and, in doing so, to constantly produce change. The 
widespread idea inclassicalmodernitywas that, throughscientificknowledge,
it would be possible to eliminate uncertainty and take full control of human des-
tiny.Theideaofprogressimpliesaspecificconceptionoftimeandhistory,and
itdefinesaclearhierarchyamonghumanbeings.Timeisconceivedasanarrow,
as a vector along which human beings move from a state of present knowledge 
towards a future state inevitably marked by more knowledge. It also represents a 
waytolocatethedifferentgroupsandindividualsonthevector.Thosewhoare
lower on the arrow of progress have less knowledge – they are less modern and 
less civilized; they still live in the past – than do those who are higher. The degree 
of uncertainty experienced in the present is a sign that the modern project to elimi-
nate uncertainty is not yet complete and requires harder work; however, there is 
the certainty that, under the guidance of those at the highest level of civilization, 
withfurtherefforts,thegoalwillbeachieved,thatnewknowledgewillguarantee
more control and more safety.

To fully understand the idea of progress, the tension towards the elimination of 
uncertainty and the simultaneous production of constant changes that undermine 
certainties, it is necessary to consider the close link between modernity and colo-
nialism (Bhambra, 2007; Bhambra and Holmwood, 2018, 2021; Santos, 2018).

Uncertainty and precariousness have constituted the reality of the periph-
eries, guaranteeing greater stability and certainty at the centre of the colonial 
 system. Colonialism was able to promote security for the colonizers by producing 
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uncertainty, terror and exploitation in the colonies. The hierarchical and unequal 
treatment of the colonies enabled Western countries to control the uncertainty at 
the centre. The appropriation of the colonies’ resources allowed the development 
of science and technology. It generated prosperity and enabled the development of 
the welfare state in the centre by causing or allowing famine, natural and social 
destruction in the periphery (Davis, 2001). The exploitation of the colonies freed 
a substantial part of the colonizers from material needs, allowing for greater social 
activity which resulted, for example, in the institutionalization of the bourgeois 
familyunitandcoffeehouses(aroundthemiddleoftheseventeenthcentury,tea,
chocolateandcoffee,typicalcolonialproducts,hadbecomethecommonbever-
agesofatleasttheaffluentinhabitantsofEuropeancities)asplacestocreatepublic
opinion necessary for the development of democracy (Habermas, 1991). Moreo-
ver,itencouragedartisticproductionandentertainment–theflourishingofmusic,
theatre, literature and painting (Barker, 2017). Colonial control made it possible to 
test and put into practice techniques of political and police control, to develop the 
bureaucratic machine (Quijano, 2007). These skills were then re-imported to the 
centre and used both to increase the security of the middle class and to control and 
repress the ‘dangerous classes’. The colonial system guaranteed internal security 
and well-being by exporting uncertainty to the colonies: criminals, poor people, 
redundant labourers were transformed into colonizers – making the ‘miserable’, 
the ‘dangerous classes’ of Europe, sovereigns and masters of others (the colonized) 
more miserable and dangerous than they were. At the same time, the techniques 
tested to produce control through terror and uncertainty were re-imported and 
applied to the management of internal marginality (Procacci, 1993; Castro-Gomez, 
2002; Magubane, 2013).Racialclassificationswerereusedtodefineinternalhier-
archies and criteria of citizenship (Balibar and Wallerstein, 1991; Hall, 2017).

As Fanon argued with narrative and critical force in his works, the colonial 
relationship was not limited to material expropriation; it also aimed at the annihi-
lation of the colonized by creating ‘an atmosphere of certain uncertainty’ (Fanon, 
1986: 110–111): a situation that allowed full control thanks to the ability to con-
stantly produce uncertainty for others. The imposition of the colonial economic 
and political model shattered forms of popular action and solidarity, introducing 
generalized insecurity with regard not only to the unpredictability of the situation 
and the action of the colonizers but also to the capacities and identities of the 
colonized themselves (Fanon, 2004).

Part of the security of the Western world is linked to this constant ability to 
 produce some external uncertainty. The idea of progress, the myth of classical 
modernity of achieving, through knowledge, planning and measurement, the 
mastery of the future and the elimination of negative contingencies was rooted 
in colonial exploitation. It can be said that colonialism promoted the illusion of 
eliminating – or, at least, controlling – uncertainty by exporting it to the margins 
of the empire (Sowa, 2020).
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Late modernity and risk society

The myth of classical Western modernity of full security and control (Castel, 
2003) gradually lost its credibility. After World War II, it became increasingly 
evident that a series of transformations had radically changed social relations 
and the structure of society, and that ‘the institutionally enforced program of 
modernity, its cultural promise of making the world controllable, not only does 
not “work” but in fact becomes distorted into its exact opposite’ (Rosa, 2020: 
19). A series of terms was introduced to signal this transformation: ‘late’ or ‘sec-
ond modernity’, ‘postmodern’ or ‘postindustrial society’, ‘risk society’. Beyond 
theirspecificdifferences,thesetermsconvergetounderlineaprofoundchange
in the social meaning attributed to uncertainty and to the role it assumes in social 
experience.

The shock caused by the use of the atomic bomb, the horror and shame of 
the Shoah, the protests of young people and the postcolonial struggles, as well 
as recurrent economic crises, awareness of environmental damage, the hazards 
producedbyscientificknowledgeandindustrialproduction,andtheissueofcli-
mate change: all of these phenomena contributed to solidifying the belief that the 
promise of modernity had not come true. The development of knowledge did not 
install humanity in a universe of deterministic and omnipotent knowledge such 
that it was able to dominate nature and the future; on the contrary, the twentieth 
century marked the end of the positivist ideal by throwing human beings into 
uncertainty created by their anxious desire for control and progress. This did not 
mean the total collapse of rationality and the return of irrationality, but rather the 
development of multiple forms of new rationality in the search for new ways to 
copewithanduseuncertainty.Theintensificationofglobalizationprocessescre-
ated a dense network of interconnections (Appadurai, 1996; Tomlinson, 1999) 
whichmade itmoredifficult tofindan ‘outside’ inwhich toexpel theuncer-
tainty createdwithout suffering its negative side effects.The ‘horizontal’ dis-
tribution system of insecurity that had enabled classical modernity to maintain 
an acceptable degree of security at the centre was no longer easily feasible. The 
demand for security required the development of new forms of ‘vertical’, scat-
tered and internal distribution of protections and guarantees. The social sciences 
contributed to dismantling the certainties of classical modernity by emphasiz-
ing how any understanding of human experience should be situated and should 
take contingency and ambivalence into account (Lash and Urry, 1987; Harvey, 
1989; Bauman, 1992). As a result of all these changes, the meanings attributed 
to uncertainty changed.

Over the past 40 years, the focus of discussion in Western societies has shifted 
from how to eliminate uncertainty to how to control and use it (Bammer and 
Smithson, 2009). An important contribution in this regard has been the work 
of Beck (1992), who suggests that, in the second half of the twentieth century, 
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Western societies witnessed a break with classical modernity, forging a new form: 
‘late modernity’ or the ‘risk society’. In late modernity,

the social production of wealth is systematically accompanied by the social 
productionofrisks.Accordingly,theproblemsandconflictsrelatingtodis-
tributioninasocietyofscarcityoverlapwiththeproblemsandconflictsthat
arisefromtheproduction,definitionanddistributionoftechno-scientifically
produced risks.

(Ibid. 19)

Therisksocietyisoneaspectofreflexivemodernization(Beck et al., 1994). 
The main assumption of this thesis is that modernity has entered a second phase: 
the modernization of modern society (Beck et al., 2003: 1). While in classical 
modernity

privilegesofrankandreligiousworldviewswerebeingdemystified;today
the same is happening to the understanding of science and technology in the 
classical industrial society, as well as to the modes of existence in work, lei-
sure, the family and sexuality.

(Beck, 1992: 10)

‘Reflexive’doesnotmeanthatmodernindividualsandsocietiestodayleada
more conscious life. On the contrary, the constant questioning of the knowledge 
and forms of organization of society increases the awareness that full control of 
unwantedsideeffects,theeliminationofuncertainty,andaperfectforecastofthe
future are impossible. As Giddens (1990: 39) contends,

Modernityisconstitutedinandthroughreflexivelyappliedknowledge,but
the equation of knowledge with certitude has turned out to be misconceived. 
Weareabroadinaworldwhichisthoroughlyconstitutedthroughreflexively
applied knowledge, but where at the same time we can never be sure that any 
given element of that knowledge will not be revised.

The constant production of risks has, for Beck, two main sources. On the one 
hand,scientific,technologicalandindustrialdevelopmentmultipliesthepossible
negative and unwanted outcomes. On the other hand, late modernity promotes a 
constant social drive towards individualization which, by freeing human beings 
from the social forms of industrial society (in particular, class, family and gender), 
makes them responsible for creating their own forms of life – but without the 
possibilitytoevaluatetheireffectivenessinadvance.
The techno-scientificand industrial improvementsof themeanswithwhich

to reduce uncertainty have themselves become producers of uncertainty. New 
threats have been produced by advances that make it possible to use nuclear 
energy, manipulate stem cells, map the human chromosome, rapidly process a 
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huge amount of information, track human movements and behaviours, create 
geneticallymodifiedorganisms,newmolecules,newdrugsandmRNAvaccines.
Thelong-termnegativeeffectsontheenvironmentandthesurvivalitselfofliv-
ing beings on the planet are less and less predictable while they appear more 
and more certain. Late modernity adopts an ambivalent attitude towards tech-
noscience: it combines the need to question the already given and the already 
known to improve human existence with the desire to prevent and reduce pos-
sible damage. It creates tension between the need to take risks and the desire to 
reduce risk (Zinn, 2020). The idea that the advent of a new era – which some 
have started to call the ‘Anthropocene’ – in which society endangers itself and 
its environment does not imply a generalized distrust of science or, even less, a 
generalized return of irrationalism. Rather, it promotes the awareness of having 
to live with uncertainty and the attempt to transform it into risk – that is, a situa-
tion in which it is possible to calculate a certain distribution of the probabilities 
of the outcomes, and therefore to foresee the measures to cope with them. Uncer-
tainty becomes something to live with rather than something to be eradicated. It 
becomes a political issue: the question is what risks are worth taking and how to 
distribute the potential dangers. The widespread awareness of living in a situa-
tion of omnipresent risk makes uncertainty an element ever-present in social and 
political discourse. It generates a spiral in which ‘the higher the safety/security 
level and the safety/security requirements, the more uncertainties and the more 
“new”uncertaintiesarediscovered,whichrequiremoreeffortduringtheproduc-
tion of safety, security and uncertainty’ (Bonẞ,2013: 11). There are no decisive 
counter-measures against risks; rather, the solutions envisaged are always much 
less than optimal because they generate new uncertainties, whether they are real 
or only imagined.

The processes of institutionalized individualism constitute a second main 
source of uncertainty. They create the conditions in which risk management is 
increasingly construed as a matter of private choice and responsibility. People 
facesociallygeneratedrisksindividually,makingchoicesthatcannotaffectthe
choice options available. They are compelled by the mechanism driving current 
forms of modernization to make themselves the masters of their destinies (Beck 
and Beck-Gernsheim, 2002). They are forced to decide for themselves how to 
plan their existence, education, work, family, and every other aspect of their lives, 
choosing among the many options that late modernity makes available. However, 
they cannot rely on models used in the past, which are no longer viable. Late 
modernity has freed people from the institutions of classical modernity. This has 
increased individual autonomy, but it has destabilized many of the models used 
by people to orientate themselves in regard to the future. Routines are increas-
ingly replaced by choices, while choices can no longer rely on unquestioned ideal 
models (Zinn, 2020: 55). What individuals will be able to do with their lives in 
concatenating their choices remains their sole responsibility. As Beck observed 
(1992: 137): ‘How one lives becomes the biographical solution to systemic con-
tradictions’. But this remains a paradoxical possibility: systemic problems require 
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systemicsolutions,andindividualactionsandchoicesareunabletosignificantly
modify the conditions that create risk and uncertainty.

Beck’s idea of the risk society has been criticized for taking a deterministic 
stance towards technoscientific progress (Dean, 1998; Blackman and Feather-
stone, 2015). For Beck, the risks are real, and they are genuine dangers created by 
advances in science and industrial production. However, he recognizes that how 
therisksaredefinedandwhoismaderesponsibleforaddressingthemaresocial
constructs (Best, 2008).
An excessively deterministic interpretation of technoscientific development

risks underestimating the political and cultural meanings that the control of 
uncertainty and the correlated social distribution of risks possess in contempo-
rary  societies. The current concern of Western societies with risk and uncertainty, 
criticsargue,stemsfromadifferentculturalawarenessandsensitivity,ratherthan
from the fear that technology is running out of control (Furedi, 2006, 2019). The 
excessive focus on the technological aspects of the late-modern transformation – 
so the criticism continues – leaves unexplored

the possibility that today’s far-reaching social transitions have occurred as 
a result of a broader crisis, one that involves not only the spiralling of risk, 
but also the shattering of modernist culture, the breakdown of enlightenment 
faith in progress, the collapse of European imperialism, the globalization of 
capital, and such like.

(Elliott, 2002: 310)

A cultural interpretation of risk (Douglas and Wildavsky, 1982; Douglas, 1992; 
Lupton, 2013) stresses the symbolicmeanings thatdifferent societies attach to
uncertainty. The recognition of risk and uncertainty does not end with the objec-
tiverecognitionofanexternalthreat.Instead,itisawaytointerpretreality,affirm
values, denounce what is not in line with the established order or social desires, 
and blame those who are perceived as violators of rules. It is a widely used way 
to explain deviations from the norm, misfortunes, and frightening events. When 
referring to uncertainty, people emphasize human responsibility and assume that 
something can be done to prevent misfortune (Lupton, 2013). The symbolic bases 
of people’s uncertainties are the anxiety created by disorder, the loss of control 
overtheirbodies,overrelationshipswithothers,thelackofconfidenceinthesuf-
ficientstabilityoftheirdailyroutinesandthelossoftheirdeepestbeliefs.

Melucci (1996) argues that contemporary global society is increasingly charac-
terizedbycomplexity,whichmeansdifferentiation,thehighspeedandfrequency
ofchange,andthebroadeningofopportunitiesforaction.Peoplefindthemselves
living simultaneously in several contexts, where different rules and languages
apply,wheredifferentinterlocutorshavedifferentinterpretationsofthesituation
anddifferentexpectations.Theabilitytopassfromonecontexttoanotherwithout
being excluded becomes, especially for the younger generations (Colombo and 
Rebughini, 2019), a fundamental skill. Unable to rely on patterns and routines 
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inherited from the past, people are constantly forced to choose. This constitutes 
both a constraint and a resource. It is a resource because people are freer to choose 
their own paths and the relationships that are most congenial to them; it is a con-
straintbecauseeverychoicecreatesaspecifickindofpsychologicalpressure:it
can turn out to be less satisfactory than expected, wrong or negative, and, inevi-
tably, choosing one option among the many available implies not implementing 
the others, which could prove to be equally, if not more, useful or rewarding. As 
Melucci (1996: 44) notes,

complexityprovidesopportunities that in their scope far exceed theeffec-
tive capacity for action of individuals or groups. We are constantly reminded 
thatthefieldofactionlaidoutbeforeusremainsfarwiderthanwhatcanbe
conquered of it through the opportunities that we are actually able to seize. In 
terms of everyday experience, the outcome of these processes is that uncer-
tainty has become a stable component of our behaviour.

Neoliberal appreciation of uncertainty

Positive aspects of uncertainty are emphasized by neo-liberal capitalism 
(O’Malley, 2015). Following Foucault (2008: 66), we can say that the motto of 
neoliberalism is: ‘live dangerously’. Economic thought has always stressed that 
uncertainty can be a potential source of gains. The ability to take advantage of 
uncertaintyhasalwaysbeenanimportantprofitopportunity:capitalistentrepre-
neurs are those who expose themselves to risk, who step out of the established 
terraintoexploreanddiscovernewfieldsofbusiness.Uncertaintymaybecrea-
tive,generatingprofitandwealth(Lehtonen and Van Hoyweghen, 2014). Explo-
rationandinnovationcanleadtosignificantlosses;butiftheyarepositive,they
ensure an advantage over competitors. The positive attitude towards uncertainty 
has become a constitutive part of the spirit of neoliberalism (Boltanski and Chia-
pello, 2005). For our present purposes,we can briefly define neoliberalism as
political, economic and social arrangements within society that emphasize market 
relations, competition and constant technological change (Springer et al., 2016). 
Furthermore, the neoliberal perspective envisages a reduction of intervention by 
the state in economic matters, so that it is restricted to being the guarantor of inter-
nal and international security and respect for the laws on private property, protect-
ing citizens from aggression, theft, breach of contract and fraud. It conceives civic 
society as an arena in which individual entities relate to one another as competi-
tors pursuing their self-interest. Finally, the neoliberal perspective places particu-
lar emphasis on individual responsibility and advocates the extension of the logic 
that drives competitive markets to all sectors of society, including the economy, 
politics and daily life.

Neoliberalism conceives uncertainty as a resource that should be cultivated 
and exploited. It contends that too much social security encourages irresponsi-
blebehaviourandgenerates‘perverseeffects’amongitsbeneficiaries.Thereal
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antidote to uncertainty, it maintains, is personal initiative and the assumption of 
the risks and responsibilities that derive from one’s actions. Neoliberal thinking 
recognizes theexistenceof a trade-offbetweensecurityand freedom,between
security and autonomy, and it values the latter more than the former (Börner et al., 
2020). People should pursue their ambitions and live their lives according to 
their ideas, taking their distance from social constraints, even if this means being 
constantly exposed to uncertainty. Being a free and autonomous subject implies 
knowing how to live with uncertainty, knowing how to rationally calculate risks 
and knowing how to seize the opportunities created by change and complexity 
(Bargetz, 2021). A society freed from the bonds of tradition and the pastoral con-
trol of the state favours individual freedom. It enables people to independently 
pursue their propensities, to develop their abilities. Acquired freedom and auton-
omy imply the ability/need to make choices, expose oneself to inevitable risks 
and take responsibility for one’s successes and failures. The neoliberal antidote to 
the inevitable anxiety that accompanies greater freedom is keeping oneself busy, 
being active, seizing the moment and not waiting for help from others.

Uncertainty is also an incentive to seek greater knowledge and a stimulus of criti-
cal thinking. The awareness of not knowing, or that what we know is partial, incom-
plete, destined to be superseded by new knowledge, and awareness of not being able 
to plan the future without margins of error, stimulate a critical distancing from the 
taken-for-granted. Uncertainty induces people to give importance to agency and to 
recognizethatsocialrealityisnotgiveninadefinitive,universalandimmutableway
by some transcendental force, but instead depends on human actions and choices. 
It helps people to recognize that the reality in which they live could be otherwise. It 
promotes new forms of relationship, political participation and cooperation.

To respond to complex uncertainties, citizens cannot just be customers of 
standardised insurance products, nor passive citizens of supposedly benevo-
lent technological states – they must take on new roles, as part of collectivi-
ties that are based on the principle of solidarity, where care and collaboration 
are central.

(Scoones and Stirling, 2020: 19)

Furthermore, uncertainty stimulates the sense of identity, the idea that there is 
continuity and stability beyond constant change and the multiplicity of alternative 
options that are always possible. ‘It is in the productive, ever-changing tension 
between the two poles of a dynamic spectrum, of being in control and exposed to 
uncertainty, that personal and collective identities are formed by seeking continu-
ityindefianceofwhatmighthappennext’(Nowotny, 2016: 1).

The positive assessment of uncertainty promoted by neoliberal ideology trans-
forms uncertainty itself into a value and stimulates a new opportunity-directed 
form of individuality (Shilling and Mellor, 2021). Knowing how to expose one-
selftorisk,avoidingnegativeeffects,becomesatestofmaturity,anecessaryskill.
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As Lyng’s (1990) analysis of ‘edgework’ illustrates, engaging in high-risk lei-
sure activities can be a way to assert and strengthen a sense of personal identity. 
Voluntaryinvolvementinriskyrecreationalactivities(e.g.,bungee-jumping,off-
pisteskiing,skydiving,wildwaterraftingandkitesurfing)highlightsthatuncer-
tainty is not always synonymous with anxiety and that people may be willing to 
voluntarily risk their health and well-being because they believe that embracing 
riskisapositivevirtue.Voluntaryexposuretorisk–withoutsufferingnegative
consequences–becomesasourceofgratificationandexcitement,even though
thepeoplewhoengageintheseactivitiesdevotesignificantefforttoriskmanage-
ment to reducing the likelihood of dangerous outcomes. As Lyng (2008: 130) 
maintains,

in the risk society, indeterminacy and uncertainty are the overriding quali-
ties of the dominant social reality and successfully negotiating the uncertain-
ties of daily life becomes the key challenge for many social actors. Doing 
edgework in this context is not focused on transcending the dominant reality, 
when the reality of everyday life bears a fundamental resemblance to the real-
ity found at the edge. Rather than representing a form of ‘counter-agency’ in 
late modernity, edgework must be seen as the purest expression of the agentic 
qualities demanded by the risk society.

Demonstrating that one is not afraid of risk – or, rather, exposing oneself to a 
controlled risk and emerging unscathed – strengthens the sense of self. It makes 
one feel ‘fit’, invincible and omnipotent, a person ofworth. Exposing oneself
voluntarily and playfully to controlled risk is an apotropaic rite; it removes the 
fear of uncertainty as well as constituting a sort of training for the tasks required 
by the neoliberal society.

From governing uncertainty to governing through 
uncertainty

Beck (1992) maintained that being exposed to risk is an unavoidable feature of 
contemporary experience. He argued that in the risk society, social classes and 
otherclassicformsofsocialstratificationnolongerobtain.Riskscanaffectdiffer-
entpeopleindifferentways,butnooneissafefromthem.

Soonerorlatertherisksalsocatchupwiththosewhoproduceorprofitfrom
them. Risks display a social boomerang effectintheirdiffusion:eventherich
andpowerfularenotsafefromthem.Theformerly‘latentsideeffects’strike
back even at the centers of their production. The agents of modernization 
themselves are emphatically caught in the maelstrom of hazards that they 
unleashandprofitfrom.

(Ibid.: 37)
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This perspective ends up supporting the idea that the distribution of modern 
hazard is blind to inequalities, that risk and uncertainty are democratic, and that 
we are all at risk notwithstanding our social position, wealth, education, gender, 
ableness, ethnicity and power. However, we are not all at risk and certainty not 
to the same extent (Furedi, 2006: 65). Dangers, hazards and uncertainties do not 
constitutethesameburden;nordotheyhavethesameeffectsonallpeople.Being
able to handle uncertainty requires resources and skills. Knowing how to deal 
with uncertainty often means having the possibility and material resources to wait 
for the best opportunity, not being pressured by the need to make an immediate 
choice. It also involves having the information necessary to weigh the pros and 
cons of the uncertain situation and be able to make the best use of it.
Uncertainty not only has different effects on people in different social posi-

tions; it also manifests itself as inequality (Atkinson, 2007). Uncertainty is not 
democratic; it creates the condition in which the privileged experience enormous 
opportunities for enrichment, self-fulfilment and gratification, while the least
advantagedareexposedtothenegativesideeffectsofuncertaintyandrisk,sothat
their impoverishment, their precariousness and the consequent damage increase 
(Curran, 2016). In many respects, we can say that one of the main cleavages in 
currentWesternsocietiesisthedifferentexposuretouncertaintyand(negative)
risks.Theintersectionamongthecategoriesthatdefinethesocialdistributionof
privileges and oppression – class, gender, education, ethnicity, ‘race’, ability, age, 
etc.–definesspecificsocialpositionsthatmakeuncertaintyandtheabilitytocope
withitasignificantsourceofdifferentiation(Giritli Nygren et al., 2020).

The intersectional perspective seems ‘particularly helpful in detailing how con-
ceptualizations of risk are shaped simultaneously by race, ethnicity, gender, social 
class, and other social divisions, and how risk-based policies and the governance 
ofriskhavevariedandunequallyaffected,diversepopulations’(Olofsson et al., 
2014: 419).
Reflectingonuncertaintyasaformofunequaldistributionofsocialburdens

and privileges makes it possible to place the question of power at the centre of the 
analysis. It enables one to question who uses uncertainty, how, on what occasions 
and with what results. It highlights that the question of uncertainty in contempo-
rarysocietiesisnottobefound(only)intheriskthattechnologyandscientific
knowledge will spin out of control, or in the impossibility of calculating risks 
and predicting their consequences. Rather, it resides in the use of the concepts 
of uncertainty, risk, crisis and emergency to legitimize control and disciplinary 
practices functional to the social order.

The entwining of uncertainty and power is the analytical focus of schol-
arswho, assuming a poststructuralist stance andmainly influenced byMichel
Foucault’s work, consider uncertainty to be a central aspect of current govern-
mentality. The critique of neoliberal thought highlights how, in late modernity 
and in the new spirit of capitalism that characterizes it, uncertainty is positively 
 evaluated as a potential resource if it is adequately controlled and managed. 
Neoliberal thinking and practices no longer aspire – as was the case in classical 
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modernity – to eliminate uncertainty. What they want and pursue is constant con-
trol over  uncertainty, the possibility of distilling its advantageous and positive 
aspects without having to pay for the undesirable and negative consequences. 
They aspire to turn uncertainty into something that can be controlled and managed 
(Power, 2007; Samimian-Darash and Rabinow, 2015). In late modernity, charac-
terized by the hegemony of neoliberal thought, uncertainty is organized (Power, 
2007), made calculable. Commitment to the government of uncertainty becomes 
one of the sources of political action and its legitimacy. Governance of uncertainty 
becomes a necessary and positively assessed skill on both an individual and col-
lective levels.
Specificgovernmentalityisestablishedwhichaimstomanageuncertaintyby

regulating conduct. Following Foucault (2007: 389), governmentality is under-
stood here as the ‘conduct of conduct’, that is, the ways in which the techniques 
of government are deployed to produce social order through the production 
of governable subjects (Dean, 1998, 2010). It focuses on the dispositives, dis-
courses, techniques and power relations through which government is achieved; 
that is, how problems and subjects are conceived, what solutions to problems are 
invented, what ends are imagined as ideal outcomes, how reality is experienced 
and understood (O’Malley, 2008: 56).

The control of uncertainty becomes the ‘logic’ of the intervention on individu-
alsandsocietythatlegitimizesandjustifiesgovernmentactionandhelpsfabricate
particular forms of identity, agency and expertise (Ewald, 1991: 201–202). As 
Foucault (2008:65–70)observes,uncertainty,instabilityandephemeralitydefine
the neoliberal world, and they represent the other side of free human existence. 
This tension is constitutive and cannot be completely overcome. It follows, how-
ever, that liberalism requires a security that it can never ensure: the search for 
security and the incitement to ‘live dangerously’ are the building blocks of liberal 
governmentality. Taking actions to control uncertainty becomes the main task of 
the state and the commitment of every single citizen. It is the claim that govern-
mentactionisendeavouringtocontroluncertaintythatmakesitjustified,legiti-
mate and widely accepted. Any agency that admits that it is unable to keep crucial 
uncertainties in check would lose legitimacy and authority (Scoones and Stirling, 
2020).Asaneffectiveformulaforcontrollinguncertainty,theneoliberalmodel
promotes the extension of market logic to every aspect of public and private life. 
Competition, entrepreneurial spirit, individual initiative, self-directed action, cost 
andbenefit calculation are presented as vital and constructive capacities of an
autonomous and fully realized self.
Thegovernmentallogicorientedtothemanagementofuncertaintyhassignifi-

cant impacts on the social structure and social relations of contemporary societies. 
It acts both at the level of control of conduct and at the level of political manage-
ment of the society.

In the former case, neoliberal governmentality emphasizes the need to learn 
to live with uncertainty and to exploit the possibilities that it makes available. 
This happens not by forcibly imposing models of behaviour, but by educating, 
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convincing, seducing people to acquire soft skills that help them to live with 
uncertainty without being subject to anxiety and frustration. By instructing indi-
viduals to live inuncertainty, drawing themaximumpossiblebenefits from it,
neoliberalgovernmentalityconstitutesaformofsubjectification:itconstructsa
formofidentificationandaformofdisciplineatthesametime.Itdisciplinespeo-
ple to exercise a well-regulated autonomy (Kelly, 2013).

The forms of institutionalized individualism promoted by neoliberal logic 
have the entrepreneurial self as their model. The entrepreneurial self is constantly 
required to demonstrate creativity, innovation and the willingness to take risks. 
‘The call to act as an entrepreneur of one’s own life produces a model for people 
to understand what they are and what they ought to be, and it tells them how to 
work on the self in order to become what they ought to be’ (Bröckling, 2016: xiii).

The logic of the entrepreneurial self induces individuals to constantly feel them-
selves ‘on the edge of change’, trying to adapt to, but also coping with, the feeling 
that there is about to be a breakthrough, an advancement, a new opening of pos-
sibilities (Christiaens, 2019). It invites people to live in the present, to get busy, 
ready to seize opportunities. The experience of living in a rapidly changing world, 
where nothing can be considered certain, stable and secure, defines a specific
formofagency:reflective,entrepreneurial,quick,tactical,creative,self-centred,
malleable and adaptable to contexts. The neoliberal person, disciplined in dealing 
with uncertainty, is significantly different from the self-confident, rational and
calculating subject of classical modernity and rational choice. S/he is a subject 
capable of acting with speed and elasticity in a situation of constant uncertainty, 
a subject who takes risks, who acts before s/he has all the useful information for 
a rational choice (now impracticable); a subject who calculates not the best, the 
perfect outcome, but the least bad one.

The tendency to develop an entrepreneurial self is constantly balanced by con-
cerns about control over uncertainty. A constant tension emerges between the 
injunction to be, on the one hand, active, creative, open to change and moderately 
risk-taking, and on the other hand, to prevent, anticipate and not to expose oneself 
to unnecessary risks (smoking, eating fat, gambling, being sedentary, engaging in 
behaviour that increases the risk of catching an infectious disease, etc.). O’Malley 
(2000: 461) observes that uncertainty constitutes a

characteristic modality of liberal governance that relies both on a creative 
constitution of the future with respect to positive and enterprising disposi-
tions of risk-taking and on a corresponding stance of reasonable foresight of 
everyday prudence (distinct from both statistical and expert-based calcula-
tion) with respect to potential harms.

Uncertainty, the logic of the entrepreneurial self suggests, should not be managed 
throughperfectrationalcalculation.Instead,itrequiresspecificformsofcontrol
and invites liberal subjects to exercise the most contextual and common-sensical 
skills of reasonable foresight and prudence (Best, 2008).
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Being an entrepreneur of oneself means taking responsibility for one’s actions 
andchoices.Thosewhofallvictimtothenegativeeffectsofuncertaintycanonly
blame themselves: they have not been sufficiently skilled, provident, prepared
andcunning.Thenegativeeffectsofuncertaintyarenotattributedtothesocial
structure; nor do they lead to a commitment to social change.

Instead, desires for change are directed away from the socio-political sphere 
and turned inwards. Social critique is transformed into self-critique, resulting 
in a prevalence of self-doubt and anxiety. Competition too seems to be self-
directed, suggesting that entrepreneurial subjects compete with the self, and 
not just with others.

(Scharff,2016: 108)

At the level of political management of society, neoliberal governmentality is 
manifest mainly in the constant construction of situations of crisis and excep-
tion (Agamben, 2005)inwhichthethreatofuncertaintyisamplifiedinorderto
implement and legitimize political actions aimed at its elimination or its control. 
 Producing normality through the constant production of exceptions, of intrinsi-
cally unstable, precarious and uncertain situations, constitutes one of the most 
effectiveaspectsofcontemporarypower.Politicalélitesareinterestedincreating
security and protection from uncertainty as a problem. By means of the so-called 
‘grammar of security’ (Buzan et al., 1998) any social issue can be addressed as 
a ‘problem’ that requires exceptional measures (such as immigration or terror-
ism). ‘This then allows for exceptional measures through a centralized authority 
( usually the government). Securitization, here, means calling something a secu-
rity problem, and, through this, triggering the political measures to deal with it’ 
(Banai and Kreide, 2017: 906).

Insecurity allows politicians to present themselves as necessary, as useful sav-
ioursofthecommunity.Itfosters‘rallyingaroundtheflag’,strengtheningpeo-
ple’s feeling that they share a common destiny threatened by uncertainty. This, in 
turn,fostersacultureofblame:theobjectificationofinsecurityintheformofoth-
erness, of an external entity that would be the cause of the threatening and nega-
tive aspects of uncertainty. The process of ‘othering’ is favoured by the constant 
production of situations of crisis and exception: it is a way to create an (ephem-
eral)safetyzoneforsomebyproducingothersasthreats,differentiatingbetween
individuals ‘at risk’, who should be protected, and individuals who are ‘a risk’ 
and should be controlled, expelled or eliminated. As Agamben (2005) observes, 
the state of exception is a political way to introduce uncertainty. It consists in the 
suspension of the normal, the usual, the expected, the taken-for-granted, what 
people are normally endowed with, and the introduction of the aleatory, of new 
rules and laws.

In a context of uncertainty, all manner of interventions, which at other 
times or in other circumstances might be considered intrusive, oppressive, 
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discriminatoryorpaternalistic,canbejustifiedasbeingfortheprotectionof
the‘atrisk’individualandultimatelyofbenefitto‘society’asawhole.

(Petersen, 1996: 56)

The state of exception is a way to produce ‘worthless Others’, who can be 
treated unequally, who do not have the same rights as Us. It is a way to produce a 
legally(justifiable),unnameableandunclassifiable–thatis,uncertain,unknow-
able – being. Identifying an Other responsible for uncertainty, on the one hand, 
reduces anxiety by unloading frustrations onto an external enemy, and on the 
other, allows those who hold political power to present themselves as those who, 
byfightingthethreatoftheOther,arechampionsofthedefenceofthecommunity.
In new forms, but according to the classical modern and colonial logic, neoliberal 
governmentality tries to create the feeling of being able to control the negative 
aspects of insecurity by increasing insecurity for others (Agamben, 1998).
Theconstantendeavourtocontrolthenegativeeffectsofuncertaintyleadsto

the constant development of prevention and control techniques. Measurement, 
observation,surveillance,profiling,registration,dataandinformationcollection
are some of the main governmental technologies of ‘normalization’ and control 
of conduct. As Castel (1991: 288) observes, the technologies implemented for 
the control of uncertainty and the prevention of the resulting risks promote a new 
mode of surveillance: that of systematic pre-detection. These preventive policies 
dissolve the notion of a subject or a concrete individual and replace it with a com-
binationoffactorsassembledinaformdeemedsignificantthroughtheapplication
of complex and anonymous algorithms. Through the construction of categories 
derived from algorithms – from a huge series of data produced in the most diverse 
contexts – surveillance can be practiced without any contact with, or even any 
immediate representation of, the subject under scrutiny. What the new preventive 
policies primarily address is no longer individuals but factors, statistical correla-
tions of heterogeneous elements.

Conclusion

Western modernity has among its constitutive features the continuous questioning 
ofwhat isconstituted, thecontinuouschangeandtheincreaseofscientificand
technologicalknowledge.Asasideeffect,itproducesuncertainty.Themythof
the possibility of controlling uncertainty, if not of completely eliminating it, was 
possible in the period of classical modernity thanks to the possibility, through 
violence and force, to export it ‘outside’ and impose it on ‘Others’.
In themiddleof the lastcentury,a seriesofchanges– the intensificationof

globalization processes, the crisis of the Fordist model of production, the evidence 
oftherisksinherentinscientificprogressandindustrialproduction,anti-colonial
struggles and new protests by social movements, awareness of environmental 
damage and the negative imprint of human activity on the fate of the planet – 
challenged this myth, and uncertainty became one of the main stakes of political 
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action. The distribution of risks became as central as the distribution of material 
resources, information and knowledge. The management of uncertainty – also 
through its constant production – became one of the tools of political power, of 
the production of order, of the formation of subjectivities.

In this way, uncertainty has become a constitutive and structural feature of 
Western neoliberal societies.

As an important theoretical notion with which to understand current social 
dynamics, it is important to conceive uncertainty as closely connected with com-
plexity and power.

Recognizing the links with complexity means considering uncertainty as an 
aspect of the ineluctable contingency that constitutes the framework for human 
action; not as something to ‘eliminate’ or ‘keep under control’, but rather as an 
aspect of the relationship that human beings have with their experience and their 
contexts of action. Recognizing uncertainty means recognizing the complexity 
and irreducibility of reality and social experience to linear models. From this per-
spective–anddifferentlyfromtheclassicalmodern ideal–uncertaintyshould
not be understood as a problematic situation that must be resolved, a lack of cer-
tainty, order or understanding. Rather, it constitutes the horizon within which 
human action takes place, the inevitable immanent, situated, indicative character 
of action and social existence.

Recognizing the links with power means recognizing the socially constructed 
nature of uncertainty. It means recognizing that, in contemporary Western society, 
uncertaintyhasbecomeapolitical tool that legitimizes specific formsof order,
governmentalityandcontrolandproducesspecificidentities–theentrepreneurial
selfandthethreateningOther.Theefficacyofthispoliticaltoolmakesitsprolif-
eration ubiquitous. The necessity to constantly produce discourse on emergency 
and uncertainty produces a reality of emergency and uncertainty. This creates a 
context in which regardless of what one does, regardless of one’s actions, abilities 
and intentions, one is not sure of the result, one is not sure of the outcome of one’s 
choices, one has the feeling of always being on the brink of a worse future, exposed 
to possible disillusionment. Furthermore, uncertainty becomes a way to produce 
new hierarchies, to transform social uncertainty into individual uncertainty, espe-
cially for those who are constructed as marginal, alien, precarious and risky.

Today, not uncertainty of (something), but uncertainty per se has become the 
problem. Uncertainty is not connected with clear, stable, objective issues; it 
migrates from one issue to another and becomes a general (abstract) condition, a 
form of experience, the context in which we (make sense of the situation in which 
we) live.
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